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About This Game

Feel the road, feel the freedom. It's hard to resist the 2000hp. You will become weak. You will scream. Steer with the help of
the touch controller your motorcycle. If no touch is available, you can also use a gamepad or keyboard. With touch it´s more

realistic. After a few seconds you feel like on the Road 66 with a bunch of crazy drivers. Unfortunately, the cars have the
negative characteristic very easy to explode. But they are very environmentally friendly.

Test first your driving skills by completing the driving school. You finish driving school after you earn 1000 coins.

Now the adventure begins

Try to get more rounds as possible. Unlock the cooler racing motor and challenge the extreme speed.

3 High-tech motorbikes to choose

3 Worlds ( North Pole, New Egypt, Alpha5 Spacestation )

First person camera view

TIPS:
Close overtakes = score

Close overtakes + Kamikazo mode = 5 x score
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Collect crystals = score
Blue crystal = 1x Nitro

You need 3 x Nitro for KAMIKAZO mode
If you are in KAMIKAZO mode you can hit 5 times another cars before you die.

Collect nitro = repair little damages

Good luck !
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Title: Kamikazo VR
Genre: Action, Racing, Simulation
Developer:
Refugio3D
Publisher:
Refugio3D
Release Date: 12 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: WinXP, Win7, Win8, Windows 10

Processor: I3

Memory: 4000 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX760

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2500 MB available space

Sound Card: onboard

Additional Notes: VR HMD

English
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You cannot customize the keyboard at all, and it only works with 360 controller.

I can't imagine it would have been too much effot to be able to change the keyboard keys, or to have added support for other
gamepads, but it is beyond the expertise of Codemasters it seems.

Its a shame because it appears to be a reasonable game but these are serious hurdles to its value.

Go play Sonic All Stars Transformed instead.. Fun little game, interesting game play and AI is pretty good. Highly recommend
playing with friends too.. This is a game for only those who have hours of spare time on their hands. Not the Aquarium game I
would recommend to anyone who actually exists. English review below the French one.

Le jeu en lui-m\u00eame est bien, on d\u00e9couvre une histoire sympa, les graphismes sont moyens, le gameplay est sympa,
on voit bien que \u00e7a vient d'un autre support mais peu importe. Le souci c'est que c'\u00e9tait un jeu pr\u00e9vu pour les
microtransactions et qu'ils l'ont laiss\u00e9 tel quel en enlevant les microtransactions. Donc obtenir de l'or dans ce jeu pour
acheter les gros objets du magasin est quasiment impossible et \u00e7a ruine le jeu lorsqu'on devient haut niveau. Les
d\u00e9veloppeurs ne s'occupent h\u00e9las pas du tout de ce jeu, la seule mise \u00e0 jour qu'il y a eu n'a rien corrig\u00e9
mais a par contre supprim\u00e9 nos sauvegardes (j'\u00e9tais niveau max). Disons que c'est un jeu tr\u00e8s moyen parce
qu'abandonn\u00e9 par ses d\u00e9veloppeurs et comportant des bugs sur des fonctions cruciales.

Liste des bugs - Bugs report.

The game itself is good, with a story not too bad, medium graphics and cool gameplay. We really feel the port from another
device but it's not important. The big issue is that this game was done for microtransactions and it has been released on PC as it
was but deleting the microtransaction system. So to earn gold in game to buy big items from the store is nearly impossible and it
makes the game awful at a high level. Developpers have absolutely forgotten this game, the only update which has been released
hasn't fixed anything but has deleted our saves (I was at the maximum level). This isn't even an average game because its
developpers have abandonned it and because it has bugs on crucial functions.. This game had a huge start. There was over 100
people online at the same time. Now when the time has passed, there's barely 10 players online at the same time. I hope this
game would get more active players.

Well, it's still a great game to play offline and especially if you have a friend to play with in multiplayer.. it's worst than loving
claudio and not be corresponded

enfia o jogo no seu carro, joga esse carro no laguinho e taca fogo no lago.

i wasted my liiiiiiiiife playing this. 10\/10 still waiting for Oculus support.. jerks.. Pixel Puzzles 2: RADical ROACH has proved
to be so far my favourite of the series. It has all the features which I hated most about it's predecessors removed i.e The main
menu mini game & tasks to complete while you're solving puzzles. Next it has all of the my favourite features included, like
being able to solve the puzzles in any order & the ability to turn of puzzle rotation. Only negative I would say is the music.
Normally I would like this kind of music in any other game. But in a tranquil game about solving puzzles it just seemed a little
to hectic for taste.
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Another masterfully implemented mod of the source engine, No More Room in Hell will give you a lot of fun.
The game uses a more realistical approach on the zombie survival genre while offering two game modes: survival and objective
missions.
While the survival missions are quite simple, they are very enjoyable and fun, holding the zombies while you wait for extraction
at wave 10.
The objective ones are more broad and offer variation within big maps, and while some are easier than others they are still a
good adventure. Another fact is that such maps possess variation between rounds, so you will have another route of objectives to
execute.
Most of the maps also contain secrets and special features.
You are not a superhero: you will bleed, you will be infected and you can also suicide yourself for the greater good of the group.

Overall review:

Pros:

- Free game.
- Extremely fun with friends (the more people you play, the better).
- Realistic gun mechanics and decent melee combat while keeping a good gameplay.
- Nice graphics (taking in account the fact that the game was made in 2011).
- Extremely well made animations of itens and weapons in first person.
- Very good optimization (very few bugs, and no performance issues at all).
- Good gun and attack sounds.
- Characters possess a varied soundbank of quick chat commands, giving you quick communication with your fellow survivors.
- The VOIP inside the game simulates real conversation, the far you are from another player, the lower is your voice (you can
use an in game walkie talkie to communicate from afar without issues).
- Lots of maps with good level design.
- Two map types with lot of variation.
- Very good amount of guns and melee weapons (arround 20 firearms and a bow, and 20 melee weapons, there are also 3
throwable explosives).
- People still play this game to this day (so you will find people to play with you without a problem).

Cons:

- Few zombie models (you will kill the same zombies all over again).
- Some animations of ammo checking are wrong.
- Playing alone is difficult in most cases (not recommended to play alone, this is a cooperative game after all).
- Sometimes the zombie attack animation can be quite poor (depending on you position).
- The music is quite boring (my personal opinion, maybe you will like it).

While the game has minor flaws, it is a very enjoyable experience and will bring you and your friends lots of desperating
moments and agony (the good kind of it).
A good adventure.

Overall score:

91\/100. Tired of being a boring old sheriff from the Wild West? Well, nows your chance to change that and become a modern
day version of your boring old cowboy past. Shiny sunglasses, shiny badges, a fancy outfit and a bull that has a police siren
and....shiny sunglasses.. Isn't an agnostic just an atheist without balls?. This game is what i really expect out of a 4x space
game...complex but not too complex...system placement means something,easy to grab a hold of and just fun....you cant just
throw a bunch of random ships at someone...it takes strategy. You have the ability to go as deep or shallow as you want into the
micromanagement of this game...just fun :)
. Third and last episode of the Runaway series and by far the easiest one.

It took me about 7 hours to finish it, and I am no expert of Point & Click games, quite the opposite. I got stuck only a couple of
times, and I could easily find a solution in 15 minutes maximum.
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A new feature helps a lot: using F2 all the active elements on the scene will appear. No more risks of not seeing an object
somewhere. Also, if you use F1 there is an internal help system, DO NOT use it or it will be even easier! I used it just once,
thinking it would be just a vague clue, but it is actually quite specific, it kind of takes away all the pleasure. And the game is
really not that difficult to need it.

Graphics is even better, dialogues and characters are fun. The game won't start from the end of episode 2, but you will find out
all details going forward.

I advise you to buy this game if you want to finish the series, do not buy it as a stand-alone, you won't understand much of the
story and it would still be too easy to be fun.
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